Hiretech HT8-1 Hardwood Floor Sander 110V 8" Drum bidadoo. $370

The HT8 breaks down into three simple component parts for easy transport. Floor sander for hire, (model: Hiretech HT8-1, HT7, HTF), do your own timber floor with a professional machine. You can watch YouTube videos to gain the skill.

Clarke Alto Super 7 Hardwood Floor Sander Edger Parts Paper Bolts, Wrench Hiretech HT8 Floor Sander Drum Cover Kit - Clarke DU8 $250.55, 1 bid. CARBON BRUSHES for HIRETECH HT8 DRUM SANDER HT7 DISC EDGER HTF HTC FLOOR SANDER

Turn on 1-Click ordering These are non-oem High Quality consumable replacement parts which can fit many tools & equipments.

8-1.2 Hiretech Floor Sander will sand hard all moving parts of the machine. The HT8-1.2 breaks down into three component HT parts, the main body, handle assembly and dust HT8-1.2 Floor Sander will not reach like stair treads.

Delta 31-780C Oscillating Spindle Sander works great 1/4 hp single phase motor 1" cast 3 to
choose from 750$ EACH clark DU8 hiretech HT8 floor sanders drum style all in good working condition. Also have manual and some blades. 733 HIRETECH HT8-1 240v floor sander. * 734 HIRETECH HT8-1 883 Manual pipe cutter. * 884 20t toe jack 1080 HIRETECH HT8-1 110v floor sander. Black & Decker MS2000 4-in-1 SmartSelect Multi Sander $51.74. View Details Hiretech ht8 floor sander drum cover kit - clarke DU8 $127.00. Tested and appears to be working but case looks to be missing parts please see Hiretech HT8-1 (012291) FLOOR SANDER - 240V 240v 13amp connection. Hardware Supplier: Private Seller, Power Tool type: Other, Condition: Used - 2nd Hand, Model: HIRETECH HT8-1, Island: Efate, Area: Malapoa, Phone number:.

Find Hiretech 163796 cloth floor sander dust bag for HT8 Clarke DU8 in items that do not work and are offered for parts or repair, or have obvious damage. dB Included: 1: Hiretech HT7-2 Floor Sander 10: Hiretech disposable paper dust. Find a sander in Scotland on Gumtree, the #1 site for Power Tools For Sale classifieds ads in Hiretech HTF-2 Orbital Finishing Floor Sander - 240v with 4 x Sanding Sheets & 2 x Dust Bags Variable speed, dust extraction, Manual Belt tracking, Rubber Grip. There is a HT8 drum floor sander and HT7 edging sander.

American Spinner 7 Edge Sander Housing w/ Lots of other parts These parts are Hard to find This listing is for a American Spinner 7 edge 1 bids 22h 18min (NEW) Hiretech Ht8 Expandable Drum Floor Sander (Clarke - Essex - Silverline). Description MAC Allister 350w 1/2 sheet orbital sander. Manual included. Description For Sale Hiretech HTF-2 Orbital Finishing Floor Sander - 240v Used. Floor Care, Tile Installation Equipment Rental_Floor Sander Rental, Drum Type, The Hiretech HT8-1 hardwood floor drum sander takes belt-style sandpaper.

They will be selling all of their rental equipment in our auction March 7th at 1 pm, you do not Manual Tree Pruner/Trimmer HireTech Floor Sander HT8. Hiretech HT8-1 drum floor sander sanding machine 110v GWO in Business, Office & Industrial, Power Tools, Sanders / eBay. Sep 13 Cordless band saw Stout 1 hand operational saw with 2 batteries $150 Sep 13 Hiretech ht8-1 8'' drum floor sander in very good condition low hrs. (NEW) Hiretech Ht8 Expandable Drum Floor Sander (Clarke - Essex - Silverline) The HT8 breaks down into three simple component parts for easy transport. 115 Volt 12 Amps HP(Not Marked however I believe it is 1 1/2 HP) UL. Sanding Machines for sale, New & Used / Matches 1 - 20 of 107 Find a large Apr 2013.